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A PML Using a Convolutional Curl Operator
and a Numerical Reflection Coefficient for

General Linear Media
Michael W. Chevalier and Umran S. Inan, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A general time domain representation of the Chew
and Weedon [1994] stretched coordinate perfectly matched layer
(PML) absorbing boundary condition is described. This new ap-
proach mathematically operates on the spatial field derivatives and
allows the PML update equations to be trivially derived from any
set of general linear medium update equations. A method for calcu-
lating the frequency dependent reflection coefficient for this form of
the PML is derived for general linear media. Two and three dimen-
sional numerical test results, which validate the calculation of the
reflection coefficient, are presented. The range of numerical tests in-
clude the PML matching of free space, a magnetoplasma, and a free
space waveguide. Improving the reflection coefficient is examined.

Index Terms—Perfectly matched layer (PML), recursive convo-
lution, reflection coefficient.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE introductions of the perfectly matched layer (PML)
by Berenger [1] and Chew and Weedon [2] has revolu-

tionized the state-of-the-art in the use of absorbing boundary
conditions for the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) tech-
nique as well as for other methods of numerical electromag-
netic modeling. Although both approaches were originally de-
rived to match lossless dielectric media, there has since been
efforts by other researchers to advance the PML to match gen-
eral linear media, including linear anisotropic media. These ad-
vancements include Gedney’s approach [8], the uniaxial PML,
which is Maxwellian and which does not require the field split-
ting technique employed by [1] and [2], and which has been
derived to match linear isotropic media. Fang [4] describes the
generalized perfectly matched layer which is an extension of [1]
to match lossy isotropic media, using the field splitting tech-
nique. Finally, a recent paper by Texierra [5] recognizes that
[1] and [2] are applicable to general linear media, including
anisotropic media, while continuing to employ the field split-
ting technique. In the present paper we build upon and extend
this past work starting from [5].

Section III represents the contents of [6], a presentation given
at the URSI conference in Boulder, CO, in 1999. We reference
Roden and Gedney [7], which involved the CPML (convolu-
tional PML), a method similar to that presented here (both apply
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the recursive convolution technique) and whose work was also
carried out during an overlapping time period. In Section IV
we mathematically compare the CPML with the PML presented
in this paper to show that the latter has a more general form.
Gedney et al. [8] have also applied the CPML technique to es-
tablish an unconditionally stable alternating-direction implicit
FDTD (ADI-FDTD) method. Since the arrival of the CPML,
there have been other unsplit time domain formulations devel-
oped. Ramadan [9] used the unsplit formulation to derive a time
domain formulation using DSP techniques.

A method for calculating the numerical reflection coefficient
for our form of the PML is developed in the current paper.
Numerical reflection coefficient calculations have been done in
previous papers. These include Chew [10] and Fang [11] and
Berenger [12] who have all developed reflection calculations
from a multilayered split field PML. Berenger [13] develops
and investigates the numerical reflection coefficients for
particular cases of nonlossy isotropic media for various PMLs
[including split field, unsplit field, and complex frequency
shifted PML (CFS-PML)]. Berenger also [14] investigates
optimizing numerical reflection coefficients for evanescent
and propagating waves for the CFS-PML in waveguides. We
build upon this past work by deriving the numerical reflection
coefficient for our form of the PML for general linear media,
including anisotropic media. We also demonstrate the appli-
cation of optimization techniques to improve the numerical
reflection coefficient of this PML for a range of mediums
including free space, waveguides, and magnetized plasma.

II. GENERAL FREQUENCY DOMAIN PML EQUATIONS

We express the Chew and Weedon equations in a different
form than that derived in [2], which is more easily adapted to
the new time domain technique for the PML. We start with the
general three-dimensional (3-D) PML equations

(1a)

(1b)

(1c)

(1d)
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where is isotropic permittivity, is the conductivity and
can be an anisotropic tensor, and is the wavenumber, which
can be a function of both , and . We define as the
radial frequency, as the angle with respect to the axis,
and as the azimuthal angle in the plane with respect to
the axis. The form of the solution can be verified by direct
substitution into the equations. Maxwell’s equations and their
traditional plane wave solution can be obtained from (1) by
setting . The plane wave
solution of the PML is the same as that of Maxwell equations
except that it is multiplied by a second exponential function,
which represents the adjustable dissipation of the PML and
which can in general be a complex and frequency-dependent
function. The various impedance relationships inherent in
(1a), e.g., , can easily be shown to be identical to
those obtained from Maxwell’s equations. We can rewrite the

operator as

(2)

This form allows the PML to be implemented without the need
for the field splitting technique.

III. FIRST-ORDER TIME-DEPENDENT CURL OPERATOR PML
EQUATIONS

If we let , , and
, where , , and are positive real constants, the

time domain operator becomes

(3)

where “ ” represents convolution and is the unit step func-
tion. This form of the PML has a temporal/spatial operation
which involves a convolution between a decaying exponential
and the function that the spatial derivative operates on. It is
hereafter referred to as the first-order convolutional curl opera-
tion PML (CCO-PML) or sometimes just as CCO-PML. Math-
ematically, the first-order CCO-PML yields the same solutions
as the final time domain representations of Berenger [1] and
Chew and Weedon [2]. In this form, unlike prior forms used
in [1] and [2], the first-order CCO-PML trivially matches any
general linear medium, including anisotropic media. Invoking
linearity we can arrange the CCO-PML equations derived from
(1a) into

(4a)

(4b)

where

(5)

and the corresponding curl of the electric field, i.e.,
, has the same form as above and can be obtained simply

by replacing ’s with ’s. The Maxwellian update equations
and the CCO-PML update equations are identical except for
the extra convolution terms included in the CCO-PML update
equations. The convolutions can be efficiently calculated using
the piecewise linear recursive convolution technique of Kelley
and Luebbers [15]. The memory requirements are larger for
the CCO-PML update equations relative to their Maxwellian
counterparts, since at the location of each field component up
to two convolution sums must be stored. Nevertheless, detailed
analysis indicates that the memory requirements are similar
to those for the free space PML derived in [1]. It should be
noted the number of extra variables needed to implement the
first-order CCO-PML does not depend on the complexity of
the medium.

IV. GENERAL TH-ORDER CCO-PML

For complicated dispersive media such as magnetized
plasmas the optimized first-order CCO-PML for a given
thickness may not achieve the desired reflection coefficient
over the frequency range of interest. We may, therefore, try to
improve the performance of the CCO-PML by including more
convolutional terms. We can assume

(6)

where and have the same form
also. In which case the frequency domain operator be-
comes

(7)
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It is easy to show that with this higher order operator the
PML character of the equation is still mathematically preserved.
The time domain becomes

(8)

where and , also known as the CCO-PML
coefficients, can be complex (note: For complex coef-
ficients we take the real part of the convolution, e.g.,

, because the functions
that are convolved with the fields must be real. An equiv-
alent statement to is

which is used in the next section of this paper. Also, note
that complex convolutions require twice as much memory. If
memory is an issue real valued coefficients should be used.
Note that has the same form as above;
obtained by replacing the ’s with ’s. The equations for
the Nth order CCO-PML are no more difficult to solve than
those for the first-order CCO-PML, except that N times as
many convolutions are involved all of which can be readily
computed with the piecewise linear recursive convolution
technique of [15]. The question arises: Why not double the
thickness of the PML instead of including extra convolutional
terms? By doubling the thickness we increase, within the PML,
the computational time and the number of variables by a factor
of 2. Most of the PML has loss in only one direction, except
at the edges and the corners. Assuming this and a free space
grid, if we increase the number of convolutional terms to, say

2, it can easily be shown that we increase, within the
PML, the computational time and the number of extra update
variables by a factor of 1.4. For 3, this factor would be
1.8. The saving would be even greater for grids containing
more complex materials where prior values of the fields need
to be saved, such as Lorentz or Debye materials.

To demonstrate the generality of the scheme we de-
rive the standard form given in [7] from an order,
2, CCO-PML. We direct our analysis at the

term whose
results are easily generalized. Knowing that

and substituting this into the term we get
.

Fig. 1. Illustration of plane waves traveling within an FDTD grid. (a) Infinite
grid ofa homogeneous medium. (b)Semi-infinite grid of a homogeneous medium
with a matching PML. Scattered fields are present but are not explicitly shown.

It is easily shown that in the limit as we obtain
, i.e., the delta function. We then find

has the same
form of (5) from [7], where for equality ,

and . Note
that represent three independent parameters of
the CCO-PML while represent three independent
parameters of (5) of [7].

V. 3-D REFLECTION COEFFICIENT DERIVATION

The purpose of this section is to develop a method for cal-
culating the reflection coefficient from a plane wave, in a gen-
eral linear medium, incident onto the th-order CCO-PML for a
given set of CCO-PML coefficients and a given PML cell thick-
ness, . The incident plane wave is taken to be a function of in-
cident angle, including complex angles, frequency, and polariza-
tion (important for anisotropic media). The reflection coefficient
calculation quantifies the scattered plane wave field, i.e., the error
due to the PML. The motivation for this calculation is that any
general electromagnetic field can be described by a linear su-
perposition of both evanescent and propagating plane waves.

We begin by presenting the calculation of the properties of
our incident plane wave [pictorially depicted in Fig. 1(a)]. We
assume the wave is in an infinite homogeneous medium, i.e.,
without the PML. As in [10]–[12] we assume single frequency
and plane wave fields. The incident wave has the following form:

(9)

where , , are all integer indices (note: the indices , ,
will now be replaced with the indices , , . The

term is also in the equations but the indices , , always ap-
pear together so there should be no confusion.). Also we have

, , and .
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The wave number is the actual wave number in the FDTD grid
for a given frequency and propagation angle. For example, the
dispersion characteristics for the plane wave in an FDTD space of
a homogeneous isotropic medium is described by the following:

(10)

which allowsus to solve for for any given propagation angle and
frequency. For anisotropic mediums, the dispersion relationships
is not so simple but can be calculated. We will show how to solve
for for the mediums presented. Note: we treat the electrical po-
larization currents, , in the following analysis. For ease of pre-
sentation, the magnetic polarization currents, are set to zero.
When they are present, they would be treated in the same way as
we treat . The spatial relationships for the fields, and , are

(11a)

(11b)

The above examples are directly applicable to deriving the
spatial relationships for , , , . We also assume the
following time relationships for , and

(12a)

(12b)

The above examples are directly applicable to deriving the
time relationships for , , , . The following set of
equations define plane wave propagation in our medium (note:
we use the field variables , , , , , where
the is there simply to state that this is our incident field.)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

where , , and represent the po-
larization currents and are, in general, frequency dependent and
complicated averages in time and space of the surrounding elec-
tric fields. For example can be expressed as

(19)
Where , , and are spatial averages to collocate the

fields and , and are, in general, frequency dependent.
Using the relationships that were used to derive 11–16, a form
of the polarization current which will be used for a validation
test in the numerical results section [18] is

(20)

(21)

(22)

Our medium could range from free space to a com-
plicated linear magnetized plasma. We now use the system of
equations in the following ways.
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1) We solve for the wave number (with constraints
) by setting the determinate

of the above system to zero and iteratively solve for
until the equality is satisfied (note: anisotropic media
generally have two solutions for (with constraints

), for which we must choose
one. This is done for each frequency, , and incident
angle, and of interest.)

2) We will solve for the fields at timestep, 0, and spatial
location, 0, , . This is an arbitrary choice
since we are solving for the steady state field amplitudes.
For isotropic media we set and

0.0 (note: both of these fields values
are arbitrary but both must be assigned values to uniquely
define our incident wave). We then can explicitly solve for
the other field components of the system

a)
b)
c) and .

For anisotropic media we set 1.0
(note: this field value is arbitrary but must be assigned
a value to uniquely define our incident wave). We then
can explicitly solve for the other field components of the
system

a)
b)
c) , , and

.
We have now uniquely defined our incident wave. We will

now construct the time harmonic equations for the space de-
picted pictorially in Fig. 1(b) which includes the PML. This
space, Fig. 1(b), for any given incident wave, produces a scat-
tered wave, and with this information a reflection coefficient can
be calculated. We begin by defining the PML to begin at 1,
while the medium that the PML is matching exists is at 0,
and .5. We will specify the boundary conditions at 0 to
be the incident plus the scattered wave fields. We will assume
nonzero CCO-PML coefficients, i.e., for 1, in only the
direction. The and dependence of the fields within the PML
are well defined since Snell’s Law requires the PML fields to
share the same and phase variation as the incident wave.
However, within the space, PML included, the dependence
of the fields cannot be explicitly specified since in the direc-
tion we have reflections, decay, etc. Inserting the harmonic time
and spatial relationships, excluding the -dependent relation-
ship, into the CCO-PML FDTD equations we get the following
set of equations (note: we use the field variables , , ,

, , where the is there simply to state that this is
total field.)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)
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where

(32)

and where, for example,

represents
, the dependent CCO curl

operation on . The terms

(33)

in are derived using the piecewise linear recursive con-
volution technique (PLRC) whose difference equation is

(34)

which represents (where is any time do-
main function, e.g., . In our case, aside from different
complex amplitude valued fields, the time domain function is

, since we are assuming single frequency fields). The
electric fields at the cell in Fig. 1(b) will be assumed
to be zero, i.e , since
we will treat the outer boundary of the space as perfect elec-
tric conductor (PEC). We can now define the total electric field
boundary conditions at 0, .5 (note: the .5
boundary condition is only needed for the anisotropic medium
presented in this paper), , and at timestep, ,
to be

(35)

(36)

(37)

which represents the incident wave plus the scattered wave
( , , represent the scattered fields due to the PML) at
the boundary of the FDTD space. To close our system of equa-
tions, i.e., make them uniquely solvable, we need to specify

the total electric fields on the boundary. We have already
specified the incident fields. We can represent the scattered
electric boundary fields, , ,

, in terms of the scattered magnetic fields,
, , . We

have

(38)

(39)

(40)

By doing so we close our system since boundary conditions
are now specified by our incident fields and the total magnetic
fields just inside the boundary from which we can uniquely
solve the system. For ease of presentation let

(41)

(42)

where and will have the same form as well.
We now describe the procedure for specifying the scattered
boundary electric fields by relating to . We
do the following:

1) For the isotropic case, Snell’s law requires that
, , , or simply the reflected wave

number is preserved and the reflected angle equals the in-
cident angle.

a) We use (13)–(18), replacing the field variables
, with ,

and replacing , , with , , This
give us a unique system of equations relating

to .
2) The anisotropic case is more complicated. When reflected

from the PML, the single mode incident wave, be it a
right-hand elliptically polarized (RHEP) or left-hand el-
liptically polarized (LHEP) wave, can couple into both
the LHEP and RHEP reflected modes [19]. Also, because
this is an anisotropic medium, even though Snell’s law is
satisfied, the angle of incidence does not necessarily equal
the angle of reflection. This is because the reflected wave
number is a function of propagation direction, and ,
and polarization.

a) We require
where and are the scattered
RHEP and LHEP modes, respectively.

b) For the scattered modes we enforce Snell’s law
, . This

allows us to determine, , and . For
use (13)–(18), replacing , , with ,
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, , and set the determinate of the system
to zero. We solve for with the constraints
that and the
polarization of the resultant wave is RHEP. We
do the same for solving with constraints

and the polariza-
tion of the resultant wave is LHEP.

c) We use (13)–(18), replacing the field variables
, with ,

and replacing , , with , ,
This system of equations relates to

.
d) Again, using (13)–(18) we replace the field

variables , with ,
and replacing , , with ,

, . This system of equations relates
to .

e) We require
and . We
now have a unique system of equations relating

to .
The total electric field boundary conditions are now fully

specified. This information closes our system of equations and
makes all unknowns solvable which we can calculate using
matrix techniques. The field matrix vectors, , , ,
in our above system of matrix equations each contain
unknown variables, while field matrix vectors, , , ,
each contain T unknown variables. We can now solve for all
fields in the space defined but moreover we now calculate three
important quantities: , and

. We define the normalized error between
the two systems as

(43)

This is simply the normalized Euclidean norm of the scat-
tered magnetic field due to the PML, i.e., the magnitude of
the reflection coefficient. For ease of presentation we will refer
to as the reflection coefficient due to the PML
for a given frequency and angle of incidence. We can, there-
fore, adjust the CCO-PML coefficients, and until

is minimized over the frequencies and incident
angles of interest. Fig. 2 displays a particular
versus frequency, for a particular incident angle. We can im-
prove . by setting a band of minimum reflection,

. We would require for
. Or we could require for

, which is the average reflection coefficient. An-
other requirement would be to have
for . This condition forces the boundary condition to
be stable over all frequencies. We would minimize for a
given by iteratively adjusting the CCO-PML coefficients,
given an initial starting value for the CCO-PML coefficients,
until reaches a minimum. In most cases we would minimize
over a range of incident angles as well. This is the procedure
used in this paper for improving the PML to match particular
mediums, the results of which are presented in the numerical
results section.

Fig. 2. Typical reflection coefficient with design constraints.

VI. NUMERICAL TESTS

To validate our method, we calculate the reflection coeffi-
cient from time domain simulations of the space in Fig. 1(b).
We do this by selecting a portion of the space as illustrated in
Fig. 3(a). This portion is an FDTD grid, displayed as an ortho-
graphic projection representation in Fig. 3(b)-(d). The grid is a

cell space where the center front cell represents
the ( , , ) cell, our reference cell used to de-
rive the analytical reflection coefficient from Section V. Note:
we could have used any cell space, where ,

. In order for the fields within the FDTD grid to represent
an incident plane wave being scattered from the PML, we must
properly specify the grid’s surface boundary fields over time,
whose locations are indicated by the bold black line segments.
From Section V our method for calculating the reflection coef-
ficient also allowed us to calculate ALL fields within the PML,
and the entire space of Fig. 1(b) for that matter, as a function
of frequency, incident angle, and the input incident fields. This
means we know , , and
for : . For a given angle of incidence, we apply the
plane wave relations in the and directions

(44)

(45)

(46)

to calculate the grid surface boundary fields as a function of
frequency (where and are integers whose allowed values
correspond to all fields located on the grid surface). (Note: the

symbol above the field variables associates these fields with
the cell space.) This is enough information
to do the simulations. Our general procedure for calculating the
reflection coefficient using the time domain simulation is

1) We multiply grid surface boundary fields by the input
spectrum of the incident wave, , and compute the in-
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Fig. 3. Orthographic projection representation of the 3 � 3 � (T + 1) cell FDTD space used to calculate the PML reflection coefficient in the time domain
numerical experiments.

TABLE I
CCO-PML COEFFICIENT PROFILE, PROFILE A

verse FFT these fields to obtain the time domain boundary
fields as follows:

(47)

(48)

(49)

2) We run the FDTD equations within the space cou-
pled with the grid surface boundary fields while
saving , and

over time.
3) We compute the FFT of these field values and divide by

the input spectrum to normalize the fields as follows:

(50)

(51)

(52)

4) We have , where we define
and in the same manner as was defined
in (42). We calculate the reflection coefficient with the
following:

(53)

This time domain method (TD method) for calculating the re-
flection coefficient is equivalent to the frequency domain deriva-
tion (FD method) from Section V. Mathematically, they must
yield the same results over the spectral energy range of
because both methods originate from the same difference equa-
tions. Any differences are due to numerical error.
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Fig. 4. Refection coefficient for the FD and TD methods (S(!) also plotted) for various angles of incidence (free space). (a) Profile A, (� = �=3, � = �=10).
(b) Profile B, (� = �=3, � = �=10). (c) Profile A, (� = �=2, � = �=2:9). (d) Profile B, (� = �=2, � = �=2:9).

We present three numerical experiments. Each numerical
experiment involves calculating the reflection coefficient
of a plane wave incident onto the PML at various angles
of incidence or modes. For all numerical experiments the
incident wave time domain input pulse at is a
modulated gaussian with a full-width half-maximum of
and a modulation radial frequency of . We display
a CCO-PML coefficient profile, Profile A, shown in Table I,
where in all numerical tests we apply Profile A. Profile A is an
order, 1, CCO-PML and has only real coefficients. In all
the numerical tests we also apply an optimized profile. Note:
Profile A is the initial profile given to the optimizer for every
optimized profile presented in the numerical experiments. We
use gradient methods which will yield a local minimum, not
necessarily a global minimum. We optimize for
our frequency range of interest.

A. Free Space Plane Waves Incident Onto the PML

Our first experiment compares the calculation of the reflec-
tion coefficient for a free space plane wave incident on the PML
for both the FD and TD methods. This is done for two different
incident angles, ( 3, 10) and ( 2,

2.9). The cell size of our space is, 0.01
m. The TD method was run for 4000 timesteps. We ran the op-
timization scheme from Section V, using Profile A as the input
profile, optimizing an order 1 profile with complex coeffi-
cients. The resulting locally minimized profile we call “Profile
B.” The reflection coefficients using Profile A for the two dif-
ferent angles of incidence are respectively shown in Fig. 4(a)
and (c). The reflection coefficients using Profile B for the two
different angles of incidence are respectively shown in Fig. 4(b)
and (d). In each case, the FD and TD methods are identical
for the spectral energy range of (also plotted), except in
Fig. 4(b) and (d) where there is some fuzz at the lowest fre-

quencies. This is typically due to the TD method not running
for enough timesteps and therefore not properly converging to
zero fields. For the incidence angle ( 3, 10), the
reflection coefficients for Profile A and Profile B are similar.
For the incidence angle ( 2, 2.9) the reflection
coefficient for Profile B is about 18 dB better on the average.
At the lowest frequencies, the reflection coefficients for Profile
B have a poorer response. The maximum frequency plotted in
Fig. 4 equates to 4.5 cells per free space wavelength.

B. Magnetoplasma Plane Waves Incident Onto the PML

Our second experiment compares the calculation of the re-
flection coefficient for a right-hand elliptically polarized plane
wave in an anisotropic magnetoplasma incident on the PML for
both the FD and TD methods. To model our plasma we apply
the method of Lee and Kalluri [18]. Their method can be derived
into the anisotropic tensor, whose form is (29)–(31).
This was done for two different incident angles, ( 3,

10) and ( 2, 0). The cell size of our space
is, 10 m. The parameters of the magneto-
plasma are the ambient magnetic field, , the
electron density , and the collision frequency

. The TD method was run for 8000 timesteps. We
ran the optimization scheme from Section V, using Profile A as
the input profile. Our optimized profile is an order 2 pro-
file with complex coefficients which we call “Profile C.” The
reflection coefficients using Profile A for the two different an-
gles of incidence are respectively shown in Fig. 5(a) and (c).
The reflection coefficients using Profile C for the two different
angles of incidence are respectively shown in Fig. 5(b) and (d).
In each case, the FD and TD methods are identical for the spec-
tral energy range of (also plotted), except for some fuzz
at the lower and higher frequencies due to not running the TD
method long enough. Fig. 5(a) shows a peak between 1.8 and
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Fig. 5. Refection coefficient for the FD and TD methods (S(!) also plotted) for various angles of incidence (magnetoplasma). (a) Profile A, (� = �=3, � =
�=10). (b) Profile C, (� = �=3, � = �=10). (c) Profile A, (� = �=2, � = 0). (d) Profile C, (� = �=2, � = 0).

Fig. 6. Refection coefficient for the FD and TD methods (S(!) also plotted) for various incident modes (free space waveguide). (a) Profile A, n = 1 mode.
(b) Profile D, n = 1 mode. (c) Profile A, n = 2 mode. (d) Profile D, n = 2 mode.

3.8 MHz. We see that in Fig. 5(b) Profile C is able to reduce this
peak. We had originally tried optimizing an order 1 pro-
file, but that resulting profile was not able to remove the peak.
The lower frequency responses are also better for Profile B as
well. The maximum frequency plotted in Fig. 5 equates to 4.5
cells per free space wavelength.

C. Waveguide Modes Incident Onto the PML

Our final numerical experiment examines the performance
of the optimized PML for free space waveguide modes,

propagating and evanescent. The dispersion relationship for the
modes are

(54)
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(55)

where . The wave number, , and the complex angle
are obtained from the two equations above. is the cel-

lular width of the waveguide and is the mode number. Our
FDTD space has .01 m. We calculated so-
lutions for modes 1, 2. Again we apply the TD method since
we still have an incident plane wave, albeit evanescent or prop-
agating. The TD method was run for 6000 timesteps. We ran
the optimization scheme from Section V, using Profile A as the
input profile. Our optimized profile is an order 1 profile
with complex coefficients which we call “Profile D.” The re-
flection coefficients using Profile A for the two different modes
are respectively shown in Fig. 6(a) and (c). The reflection co-
efficients using Profile D for the two different modes are re-
spectively shown in Fig. 6(b) and (d). In each case, the FD and
TD methods are identical for the spectral energy range of
(also plotted), except for some fuzz due to not running the TD
method long enough. For both modes, the evanescent regions
of the reflection coefficient are much improved using Profile D.
The reflection coefficients are similar within the propagating re-
gions for the two profiles. The maximum frequency plotted in
Fig. 6 equates to 4.5 cells per free space wavelength.

VII. SUMMARY

We described a new time-domain representation, the th
order CCO-PML, which proves to be simple to implement for
any linear medium. A frequency domain method for analyti-
cally examining the performance of the PML for linear media
was developed. Time domain experiments were performed to
validate the frequency domain method. The experiments also
validated the range of mediums the CCO-PML is able to match.
Optimization techniques were employed to demonstrate the
capability of minimizing the error due to the PML.
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